
COMMUNION:  

Going Deeper Inquiry 

 

These are intentionally simple and spacious.  I didn’t want it to be complex 

or overdone.  Please let yourself just open into the exploration and expand. 

This is inquiry for you to deepen in intimacy with your own knowing, but 

please submit to me if you would like Certification of Completion at the end 

of this spiral. 

 

Communion with the World Soul 

 

What does it mean to you or feel to you to be in communion with 

the world soul? 

 

Can you describe an experience of getting “under the surface” and 

“into the substance”? 

 

How do you sanctify the mundane?  Or, what of “mundane” life 

seems particularly imbued with nectar? 

 

How would you describe y0ur own yearning to be met in the 

subtle, on the level of the world soul?  What happens for and in 

you when you are met in that way? 

 

Communion with Heart and Womb 

 

Can you describe the general (or specific) difference in “fragrance” 

or presence between your heart and womb? 

 



What happens, or has happened when you open your heart and 

womb to each other and they commune? 

 

Do you feel that your heart and womb are clear and connected or 

that there is forging of connection waiting to emerge? 

 

How does your heart support your womb and vice versa? 

 

Please reflect on the relationship between generosity and 

discernment in your life. 

 

Communion with Other 

 

What of the archetypes described for relating are most natural to 

you?   Most foreign or challenging?  

 

Please reflect on a particular relationship in which you are 

challenged and how you are or could bring deep feminine 

sensibility to the relationship. 

 

Do you have relationships of true communion in your life? 

(intimate relationships, familial, with plants, with animals, more 

subtle essences) 

 

 

What would you name as some “roadblocks” in you (entitlement, 

bitterness, nagging, etc.) that get in the way of you being able to 

really reach for or cultivate communion? 

 



Is there a relationship in your life that is calling for you to release 

your own agenda ? 

 

Communion with Her 

 

How do you commune or “speak” with Her? 

 

What happens for you when you use feminine pronouns and 

references for the divine? 

 

Please share a hymn of praise or recognition for Her (or your 

chosen reference for the mysterious divine) 

 

How do you know what is “Good” without moralizing? 

 

What is the (literal) nature of your local deity or divinity 

presence? 

 

 

 

 

 


